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Abstract: Palliative Care as a Predictor of Mortality in Heart Failure Patients 

by Blair Williamson 

Background: Heart failure (HF) is a terrible and costly disease with high morbidity and 

mortality rates. However, patients who die from heart failure are often not prepared for 

their own death, and physicians are unable to assist them by predicting when they might 

die. Previous studies have indicated that predicting mortality is challenging, time-

consuming and often inaccurate. The current study is novel because it examines short-

term mortality after hospital discharge in patients with HF using easily accessible clinical 

characteristics including previous medical history, mental status and functional status.  

Aim: In this prospective, cohort study we examined the patient characteristics of 386 

patients with HF at an academic urban medical center, to identify patients at risk for 

dying within 30 and 90 days after hospital discharge. 

Methods and Results: Using multiple logistic regression, patients with preserved systolic 

function (p<.04 ) and with no history of coronary artery disease (p<.05) were at high risk 

of death within 30 days after discharge. Consultation with Palliative Care services was 

the most powerful predictor of mortality at 30 and 90 days after discharge. No clinical or 

demographic variables correlated highly with Palliative Care consultations. 

Conclusions: Patients who received consultations from Palliative Care services were the 

most likely to die at 30 and 90 days after hospital discharge. Clinicians accurately 

identify patients with HF who are at highest risk of dying in the near term using non-

quantifiable attributes. 

Key words: Heart Failure, Mortality, Prognostic Model, Palliative Care, Code Status, 

Ejection Fraction 
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Introduction 

By any measure, heart failure (HF) is a major health problem in the United States. 

According to the American Heart Association’s Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics,1 HF 

incurred direct and indirect costs of $39.2 billion in 2010. This figure is likely 

underestimated, as it is based on data for HF as the primary diagnosis or cause of death. 

Men and women at age 40 have a one in five lifetime risk of developing HF. Lifetime 

risk varies with severity of hypertension; individuals with blood pressure over 160/90 

mmHg are at twice the risk for developing HF compared with patients whose blood 

pressure is less than 140/90 mmHg. Risk also varies by race. African-Americans are at 

greater risk for developing HF before age 50 than whites. Heart failure was listed as the 

underlying cause of 60,337 deaths in 2006, and was listed as any-mention mortality on 

282,754 death certificates. Data from the Framingham Heart Study2 showed that 45% of 

women and 59% of men ages 65-74 died within 5 years of being diagnosed with HF, and 

had a 1-year mortality rate of 20%. It is important to remember that quantity of life does 

not equal quality of life, and individuals with HF often endure considerable suffering 

before they die. Indeed, almost half of all patients discharged from the hospital for acute 

decompensated HF do not live to see a favorable quality of life in the following 24 

weeks.3 

Considering the risks for mortality and reduced quality of life associated with HF, 

it is essential for clinicians to frankly communicate these risks and the realities of a HF 

diagnosis with their patients. However, data suggests that clinicians fail to accurately 

estimate and discuss prognosis with patients.3 Not surprisingly, a majority of HF patients 
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underestimate their risk for poor outcomes, and as a result are ill-prepared to make 

decisions about the type and amount of health care they wish to receive at the end of life.4 

Conceptual Framework  

Quality of life for patients with HF typically follows a fluctuating and 

deteriorating course, marked by periods of rapid clinical deterioration and hospitalization, 

alternating with periods of clinical and functional improvement. Death can be sudden and 

result from a cardiac arrhythmia. Researchers have documented two primary mechanisms 

of death in HF patients: sudden cardiac death (SCD) and progressive pump failure.5 

Sudden or arrhythmic cardiac death, generally defined as death within one hour of 

symptom onset in a previously stable patient, most frequently occurs when a ventricular 

tachycardia arrhythmia progresses to ventricular fibrillation. Sudden cardiac death can 

also occur as a result of brady-arrhythmias and asystole. In all cases of SCD, the 

arrhythmia causes severely decreased cardiac output resulting in lethal cardiogenic shock.  

Progressive pump failure is the second major cause of death in HF. Progressive 

pump failure leads to a steadily decreasing cardiac output, ultimately resulting in a low 

output state and cardiogenic shock. Alternatively or in combination, the low output state 

from progressive pump failure results in backup of fluid into the pulmonary circulation, 

causing intractable pulmonary edema and respiratory collapse.6 

Mortality in patients with HF is believed to be determined by a complex interplay 

of numerous factors, which comprise five main categories. The relative importance of 

each factor is not fully understood and is likely individualized for each patient. In this 

study we examine factors that are present in each of the five categories. A conceptual 

framework is proposed that describes the factors and categories in relation to mortality 
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(Figure 1). The first three categories of determining factors are relatively static, and 

include demographics, support systems and goals of care. Demographic factors include 

age, sex and race. Support systems include marital status and discharge disposition. Goals 

of care factors include the patient’s code status and consultations with palliative care 

professionals. 

The two relatively more fluid categories of factors that may influence death in HF 

patients are clinical status and functional status. Clinical status factors include EF and HF 

etiology, comorbidities, B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), creatinine, serum sodium and 

hemoglobin. Functional Status factors include mental status, level of independence with 

activities of daily living (ADLs) and fall risk. Figure 1 provides a visual description of 

the fluctuating and declining quality of life, as well as the numerous factors contributing 

to mortality in patients with HF.  

Aims 

If predictors were known to more easily identify hospitalized HF patients who are 

at greater risk for dying, palliative care services could routinely be initiated to facilitate 

establishment of advance directives and begin conversations about goals of. To that end, 

this study was designed to 1) identify predictors of 30 and 90 day mortality in patients 

hospitalized for HF; and 2) identify the characteristics of patients who receive a palliative 

care consultation compared to those who do not. 

Methods 

This is a prospective, descriptive cohort study of 386 patients age 65 and older 

with HF, who were admitted to three inpatient units at a large west coast academic 

medical center between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2010. Upon admission, patient charts 
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were screened for a primary or secondary diagnosis of HF and age 65 years and older. All 

patients were enrolled in a Heart Failure Program, managed by two HF nurse 

coordinators. Each patient was given written materials including information about the 

causes and basic pathophysiology of HF, signs and symptoms of worsening HF, and 

strategies for managing HF including daily weight monitoring, reduced salt diet, fluid 

restriction, medication adherence, activity and exercise, falls prevention, and knowing 

when to call the doctor. Data on patients in the HF Program were collected by chart 

review and during educational visits from HF Program Coordinators, and entered into an 

Apollo database. There were no exclusion criteria. The study was approved by the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). Individual consent for participation was not required 

as these data were collected as part of routine care. 

The primary variables of interest in this study include age, gender, marital status, 

code status, activity level, mental status, admitting complaint, past medical history, 

comorbidities, left ventricular ejection fraction (EF), creatinine, BNP, patients’ 

knowledge of HF concepts, and consultations with supportive services, including 

palliative care, physical therapy, dietary services and social work. The primary outcome 

variable was death within 30 and 90 days of hospital discharge. In-hospital mortality was 

obtained by chart review, and death after discharge was gathered by searching the Social 

Security Death Index.7 

Participants’ chief admitting complaint, age, gender, marital status, race, code 

status, comorbidities, EF, BNP, hemoglobin, creatinine, sodium and discharge disposition 

were gathered by chart review. Activity level and cognitive status were assessed by the 

HF Program Coordinators. An independent activity level meant that the patient required 
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no assistance with ADLs. Patients were considered to have a fully alert mental status only 

if they were alert and oriented to their name, location, and current date. Discharge 

disposition information was gathered by communication from the social worker or case 

manager, or by chart review after discharge. Discharge disposition was subdivided into 

four groups for analysis: home, hospice, skilled nursing facility (SNF), or an acute 

facility. Code status was subdivided into two groups for analysis: full code or not full 

code, with the latter indicating the patient’s wishes for either a ‘Do Not Resuscitate’ 

(DNR) order or limited resuscitation such as “No-intubation” in the event of cardiac 

arrest in the hospital.  Race was categorized as White, Black, Asian, and Other. Patient 

knowledge levels about HF were gathered by nurse coordinators’ follow up phone calls 

after discharge. Ejection fraction was subdivided into two groups for analysis. Patients 

with an EF of 40% or greater were classified as having HF with preserved EF (HFpEF). 

Patients with an EF less than 40% were considered to have HF with reduced EF (HFrEF). 

Consultations with palliative care, dietary services, physical therapy and social 

work were determined by chart review. Palliative care consultations required a doctor’s 

order and were obtained in one of three ways. Automatic referrals to palliative care 

services were generated for all patients on their third HF admission within a one year 

period. Alternatively, the physician could order a consultation based on his or her own 

clinical determination of need, or the HF Program Coordinator could communicate the 

need for palliative care services to the physician, and the physician would subsequently 

order the consultation. Physical therapy consultations were ordered by the physician or 

by the HF Program Coordinator if the patient was assessed to have functional difficulties. 

Social work consultations were routinely ordered by both physicians and the HF Program 
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Coordinator. Dietary consultations were either ordered by the physician, by the HF 

Program Coordinator for patients new to the UCSF HF Program, or if the patient self-

reported to have difficulty adhering to a reduced-salt diet.  

Data Analysis 

All data were analyzed using SPSS statistical software version 19.0. Significance 

levels were pre-set at p<0.05 with confidence intervals (CI) at 95%. Univariate analyses 

were used to detect individual predictors of mortality. Patients who died during their 

index hospitalization (n = 19) were not considered in the analysis. Descriptive statistics 

were used to characteristize the sample, and independent t-tests were used to examine 

quantitative variables such as age, BNP, hemoglobin, creatinine and sodium in relation to 

death and palliative care. Chi-square tests were used to examine dichotomous variables 

including gender, marital status, activity level, mental status, code status and 

comorbidities in relation to death and palliative care. 

Multiple logistic regression was completed using the significant univariate 

predictors of mortality at 30 and 90 days. Some variables were excluded from the model 

on the basis of low variability between subjects. Other variables were excluded because 

they had missing data and reduced the sample size (e.g. whether or not a patient 

completed teachback correctly). First, a stepwise forward Wald method of variable 

selection was employed with the univariate predictor candidate variables. This method 

provided for the exclusion of variables that were highly correlated with each other and 

thus did not make a unique contribution to predicting mortality. The regression yielded 

four variables with three of the variables significant at a p<.05. We then re-ran the 

regression using the candidate variables from the stepwise regression and placed them 
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into the model simultaneously. This was done in order to maximize the largest N to 

provide power to the model. Finally, survival analysis was completed using a Cox 

proportional hazards regression with time to death after discharge compared to the 

variable of palliative care consultation. 

Results 

There were 386 patients included in this study, with nearly equal numbers of 

females and males (50.3% versus 49.7% respectively). The mean age was 81 years, 

ranging from 65 to 104, and 40% were married. We found a heterogeneous population 

with 54% White, 15% Black, 19% Asian, and 12% other. Nearly 80% of patients had an 

intact mental status on admission, yet only 30% were able to complete their ADLs 

independently. This population had over 70% HFpEF with 16% requiring home oxygen 

therapy. Mean BNP was 1,016 pg/dL, mean serum creatinine was 1.78 mg/dL, and mean 

hemoglobin was 11.3 mg/dL. One-quarter of the patients had chosen a DNR status or 

limited resuscitation measures. Consultations were provided to 9% of patients for 

palliative care services, 51% for physical therapy, 74% for social work, and 29% for 

dietary services. Half of the patients had a medical history of hypertension, 43% had 

coronary artery disease (CAD), 8% had end-stage renal disease (ESRD), 33% had 

diabetes, 17% had coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG), 42% had atrial 

fibrillation, 16% were anemic and 10% had experienced a stroke. Nearly 80% of patients 

were discharged home. Of the 386 patients in this study, 5% died on index 

hospitalization. Of the remaining 367 patients, 7% died within 30 days, and 13% died 

within 90 days of hospital discharge.  
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Predictors at 30 days Following Hospital Discharge 

Table 2 lists all the variables found to have univariate predictive value for 

mortality at 30 and 90 days, using a p value of < .05. For 30-day mortality, predictors 

were age, Asian race, mental status, code status, no medical history of CAD, previous 

urinary tract infection (UTI), HFpEF, consultations with social work and palliative care, 

and low knowledge levels related to reduced-salt diet. The resulting multiple logistic 

regression yielded three predictors of mortality at 30 days: palliative care consultations 

(p= .000), HFpEF (p=.035) and no history of CAD (p=.043)(Table 3). Patients who 

received palliative care consultations were more than 20 times more likely to die than 

those who did not. Patients with preserved EF were more than 10 times more likely to die 

than those with reduced EF. Patients with no history of CAD were more than 5 times 

more likely to die within 30 days following hospital discharge than those with CAD. 

Predictors at 90 days Following Hospital Discharge 

For 90 day-mortality, predictors were age, mental status, ADL independence, 

code status, no medical history of CABG, requiring home oxygen, consultations with 

dietary, social work and palliative care, admitting chief complaint of altered mental status 

or weakness, low knowledge levels related to reduced-salt diet, and longer time required 

to teach HF disease management concepts (Table 3). Multiple logistic regression analysis 

determined that palliative care consultation (p=.000) was the only independent variable 

found to predict mortality within 90 days after hospital discharge (Table 4). Patients who 

received palliative care consultations were more than 9 times more likely to die within 90 

days following discharge. 
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Palliative Care Consultations  

Because referral for palliative care was predictive of mortality at 30 and 90 days, 

we compared the characteristics of patients who received palliative care versus patients 

who did not (Table 5). There were 17 characteristics that distinguished palliative care 

referral patients: age, mental status, code status, marital status, ADL independence, 

medical history of UTI, Alzheimer’s disease or dementia and no history of CAD, 

requiring home oxygen, consultations with dietary services and social work, discharge 

with a scheduled follow-up appointment, admitting chief complaint of altered mental 

status, and low knowledge levels related to water pill, weight monitoring, and reduced 

salt diet. In other words, patients who were older, had an impaired mental status, were not 

full code status, were unmarried, required help with ADLs and home oxygen therapy, and 

had low HF knowledge levels were more often referred for palliative care. Finally, with 

the Cox regression analysis we found that the patients who received palliative care 

consultations were at nearly 7 times greater hazard of dying within 90 days (p=.000, CI 

3.5-13.9) following hospital discharge (Figure 2). In fact, of the patients who received 

palliative care consultations, the mean number of days until death was 57.7 + 37.4 days 

versus 84.8 + 16.9 days for patients who did not receive palliative care consultations. 

Discussion 

The results of this study determined that referral to palliative care services was the 

most powerful predictor of mortality at 30 and 90 days following discharge. In addition, 

patients with preserved ejection fraction HF and with no history of CAD predicted 

mortality at 30 days following hospital discharge. These unique data suggest that 

clinician prediction of death was a more powerful predictor of mortality over and above 
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demographic, functional and clinical variables. This might be interpreted as the 

clinician’s ‘gestalt’, or ability to integrate all available clinical data with the physical 

appearance of the patient into a suspicion that they are near the end of life, and that they 

need help by palliative care specialists to alleviate suffering and clarify goals of care and 

end of life wishes. 

These results pointing to the accuracy of clinicians’ prediction of mortality 

conflict with data from the SUPPORT study, which paint a picture of physicians being 

less accurate at predicting mortality. Of those HF patients whose physicians predicted 

that they would survive longer than 6 months, half were dead within only three days, 

while of the HF patients predicted to die within six months, half remained alive at six 

months.8   

Since the SUPPORT study numerous prognostic models for mortality risk in HF 

patients have been developed; however these models have historically been of 

questionable reliability or generalizability. A 2003 article from the Netherlands proposed 

a new prognostic model for mortality in HF. When the authors compared their model 

with nine other prognostic models created from 1986-2001, they found only theirs to be 

valid and significantly usable in clinical practice. 9 

Among the most widely used prognostic models is the Seattle Heart Failure 

Model (SHFM),10 available online at http://www.SeattleHeartFailureModel.org. The 

SHFM was developed with 1,125 patients using data from the PRAISE-1 trial and was 

validated with nearly 10,000 patients in several outpatient populations. The SHFM uses 

the input variables of age, gender, New York Heart Association Functional Classification, 

weight, EF, systolic blood pressure (SBP), ischemic or non-ischemic type HF, 
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medications, QRS duration, diuretics, implanted pacemakers and ICDs, and various 

serum laboratory markers including hemoglobin, lymphocyte %, uric acid, total 

cholesterol and sodium, to estimate life expectancy and predict survival/mortality at 1, 2 

and 3 years. An interesting and useful feature of the SHFM is that a provider can estimate 

the impact on survival by adding or subtracting individual medications to the HF 

patient’s regimen, or by interventions such as an implanted cardiac device. The overall 

area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve for the SHFM was 0.729 

(95% CI, 0.714 to 0.744). However, the SHFM was developed for use with patients who 

are stable outpatients and survival is examined at 1, 2 and 3 years, not on a short-term 

basis as with our patients. 

Another prognostic model created specifically for hospitalized HF patients is the 

EFFECT Heart Failure Mortality Prediction model,11 available online at 

http://www.ccort.ca/CHFriskmodel.aspx. This model was created using data from 2,624 

patients from 34 hospitals in Ontario, Canada between 1999 and 2001 and was validated 

with 1,407 patients between 1997 and 1999. The model incorporates clinical HF 

characteristics including respiratory rate, SBP, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and serum 

sodium, along with co-morbidities including COPD, malignancy and anemia. The area 

under the ROC curve was 0.77 for the derivation cohort for 30-day mortality, and 0.80 

for 1-year mortality. Predicted mortality in the validation cohort was very closely 

matched to observed rates across the spectrum of risk. This study, however, provides data 

from patients treated more than a decade ago and newer therapies may make this model 

invalid.  
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The Heart Failure Survival Score12 is another prediction tool for mortality in 

advanced HF, and was developed for NYHA Class III and IV patients in 1997. The HFSS 

was created from an analysis of 268 patients referred for consideration for heart 

transplant, and validated in 199 similar patients. The HFSS uses the following variables 

to predict survival: presence of CAD, resting heart rate, LVEF, mean arterial blood 

pressure (MAP), presence of interventricular conduction delay, serum sodium and peak 

VO2. The HFSS may be less reliable in current practice, as it was developed prior to the 

widespread use of modern HF therapies including beta blockers, angiotensin receptor 

blockers (ARBs), aldosterone antagonists, ICDs and cardiac resynchronization therapies. 

Although the SUPPORT-HF study calls into question the accuracy of physician 

predictions of mortality, there is data to support the accuracy of other clinicians, 

particularly nurses, in predicting patient mortality. A study by Yamakoski et al.13 

examined the predictive accuracy of physicians and nurse coordinators to estimate the 

survival for patients with NYHA Class IV decompensated HF, and found nurses’ 

predictions to be more accurate than either prognostic models or physicians’ predictions. 

The authors found the greatest predictive accuracy with incorporation of nurse 

predictions into the prognostic model. The accuracy of nurses’ predictions perhaps owes 

to the nurses’ role and training. With deeper involvement in direct care and the patient’s 

day-to-day life, it follows that the nurse gains a more accurate sense for the patient’s 

emotional and psychological state, factors that have been shown to influence mortality. 

Depression is common in HF, with one study showing a strong positive association 

between severity of depressive symptoms at baseline and a combined endpoint of either 

functional decline or 6-month mortality.14 Other studies have examined the prognostic 
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accuracy of nurses, but none have dealt specifically with the HF patient population. One 

such study at Stanford Hospital and Clinics15 found intensive care nurses to be 

comparable to emergency physicians and superior to the Mortality Prediction Model at 

predicting 6 month mortality in critically ill patients. 

Clinicians have traditionally been responsible for prognostication and estimation 

of patient survival, but evidence shows there may also be prognostic value in patients’ 

own assessment of their health. A 2009 Slovenian study looked at Self-Reported Health 

(SRH) in stable NYHA Class I and II HF patients.16 Self Reported Health had been found 

to correlate with morbidity and mortality in other studies, but had not previously been 

studied in relation to HF. In this study SRH was measured by asking patients to rate their 

overall health on a 7-point Likert scale. The study found worse SRH scores to be 

predictive of mortality.  

Palliative Care 

Although palliative care consultation was the most powerful predictor of short-

term mortality, nearly 2/3 of patients (n = 14) who died within 30 days and 3/4 of patients 

who died within 90 days (n = 32) did not receive a palliative care consultation. This 

finding leads to some important and difficult questions. Are enough of our patients 

receiving palliative care service consultations? And for those who are referred to 

palliative care, are we intervening early enough in the disease process? For patients who 

received palliative care consultations, 58% were not fully alert and oriented, suggesting 

that they could have benefitted from earlier intervention when end-of-life decision 

making could take place. The World Health Organization (WHO)17 states that palliative 

care is “applicable early in the course of illness, in conjunction with other therapies that 
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are intended to prolong life . . . and includes those investigations needed to better 

understand and manage distressing clinical complications.” The American College of 

Cardiology/American Heart Association Guidelines18 state that “symptomatic relief, 

support and palliative care should be addressed as a key component of care for HF 

patients, particularly when hospitalized with acute decompensation.” These statements 

support early and widespread use of palliative care as a broad concept, but do not 

specifically delineate criteria for patients to receive consultations from a specialized 

palliative care team. Indeed, all clinicians including primary care providers, cardiologists, 

hospitalists and nurses can and do provide palliative care with varying degrees of 

effectiveness, but there is evidence that inpatient palliative care teams improve symptoms 

and quality of life, and decrease hospital stays.19 This evidence raises another question: 

should palliative care consultations become a standard of care for all patients diagnosed 

with HF, either at the time of diagnosis or on their first hospitalization for acute heart 

failure? Longitudinal experimental studies are urgently needed to compare quality of life, 

depression and symptom burden between HF patients who receive palliative care 

consultations at the time of HF diagnosis, on their index hospitalization for acute HF 

syndromes, and for those who receive the standard of care. 

Heart Failure with Preserved Ejection Fraction 

In our study sample, HF patients with preserved EF were at higher risk for death 

within the first 30 days following hospital discharge. Of the 21 patients with documented 

EF who died within 30 days, only one had reduced ejection fraction. These findings differ 

sharply from the results of the OPTIMIZE-HF study20, which shows patients with 

preserved systolic function and those with systolic dysfunction have roughly equal rates 
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of morbidity and mortality at 60 and 90 days after hospital discharge. In our study 

population, we found that patients with preserved EF did not continue to have increased 

risk for mortality at 90 days, which is more consistent with the findings of the 

OPTIMIZE-HF study. Perhaps the risk for mortality is increased only between hospital 

discharge and 30 days, and the risk abates sometime between 30 and 90 days. Another 

key difference between the two studies is the prevalence of patients with preserved 

systolic function. Our study population included a much higher proportion of patients 

with preserved ejection fraction (71%), compared with 51% from the OPTIMIZE-HF 

study. Finally, our patients were older than those in the OPTIMIZE-HF study. Older 

patients with HF are more likely to die, and also to have preserved systolic function.20, 21 

Heart Failure and CAD 

The results of this study found that HF patients without a previous history of CAD 

are at higher risk of death within the first 30 days following hospital discharge than those 

without CAD. These findings contrast with a previous study done by Purek et al. that 

showed patients with acute HF and CAD have worse outcomes than those without 

CAD22. One notable difference between these studies is that the patients in the Purek 

study were younger and presented with a chief complaint of acute HF, while the HF 

patients in our study presented with various admitting complaints and carried a primary 

or secondary diagnosis of HF. Another consideration is that patients with HF and CAD 

have been found to gain a survival benefit by myocardial revascularization, either 

through CABG or percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).23 It is possible that the 

patients in our study with CAD had better survival outcomes due to revascularization, but 

we do not have the data to determine this. Our study tracked medical history of CABG, 
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which did indeed show a survival benefit within 90 days of discharge (p = .038). 

However, our study did not track data on percutaneous coronary revascularization.  

Limitations 

There are limitations that need to be acknowledged in our study. Our patient 

population likely included immigrants who never registered with Social Security; thus 

mortality data may be underestimated because their deaths could not be found by 

searching the Social Security Death Index. Data were predominantly obtained by chart 

review and rely on accurate and thorough documentation. Despite the best efforts of the 

HF Program Coordinators, there was missing data, either due to patients’ inability to 

provide a complete medical history or historical data absent from the chart. Patients may 

have received care at outside facilities, including palliative care and other consultations, 

where data could not be accessed. In some cases EF was gathered from echocardiogram 

results prior to the index admission or from an outside facility, raising the possibility that 

patients’ EF changed between the date of the echo and the date of admission. Finally, it is 

possible that patients were referred to Palliative Care Services, but either the patient or 

their families refused the consultation.  

Conclusion 

Palliative care consultation was the strongest predictor of mortality for HF 

patients within 30 and 90 days of hospital discharge. However, only one-fourth of 

patients who died within 90 days of hospitalization received a palliative care 

consultation. Although palliative care is recommended early in the course of HF no 

specific guidelines exist to guide clinicians when to consult with palliative care. More 
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research is needed on the timing and extent of palliative care intervention on quality of 

life, symptom burden, depression, and ‘quality of death’.  
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Table 1: Patient Characteristics (N = 386) 

Characteristic Value 
Age (N = 386) 80.7 ± 8.7 years 
Sex (n = 386) 

Female 
Male 

 
194 (50.3%) 
192 (49.7%) 

Race (n =371): 
White 
Black 
Asian 
Other 

 
202 (54%) 
55 (15%) 
70 (19%) 
44 (12%) 

Marital status (n = 382) 
Married 
Not married 

 
152 (40%) 
230 (60%) 

LVEF (n = 352) 
HFpEF >= 40% 
HFrEF < 40% 

 
248 (71%) 
104 (30%) 

Mental status: alert and oriented x3 (n = 365) 289 (79%) 
ADL independence (n = 352) 104 (30%) 
Code status (n = 376) 

Full code 
Limited resuscitation measures 

 
277 (74%) 
99 (26%) 

Discharge disposition (n = 348) 
Home 
Skilled nursing facility 
Acute facility 
Hospice 

 
272 (78%) 
50 (14%) 
15 (4%) 
11 (3%) 

Mortality 
Died on index admission (n = 386) 
Died within 30 days after discharge (n = 367) 
Died within 90 days after discharge (n = 367) 
Alive at 90 days after discharge (n = 367) 

 
19 (5%) 
25 (7%) 
48 (13%) 
319 (87%) 

Lab markers 
BNP pg/dL (n = 205) 
Creatinine mg/dL (n = 325) 
Hemoglobin mg/dL (n = 250) 
Sodium mEq/L (n = 249) 

 
1016 ± 1003 
1.78 ± 1.51 
11.3 ± 1.7 
137 ± 3.7 

Home oxygen therapy (n = 289) 45 (16%) 
Consultations 

Palliative care services (n = 359) 
Physical therapy (n = 362) 
Social work (n = 370) 
Dietary (n = 361) 

 
32 (9%) 
183 (51%) 
272 (74%) 
106 (29.4%) 

History of smoking within the past 1 year (n = 371) 14 (4%) 
Past medical history (n = 386)  
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Coronary artery disease 
Hypertension 
End stage renal disease 
Diabetes mellitus 
Coronary artery bypass graft 
Atrial fibrillation 
Anemia 
Stroke 
Dementia 

167 (43%) 
224 (58%) 
30 (8%) 
128 (33%) 
65 (17%) 
160 (42%) 
62 (16 %) 
37 (10%) 
46 (12%) 

Medications (n = 362) 
ARB/ACE inhibitor 
Beta-blocker 

 
188 (52%) 
239 (63%) 

 
Legend:  
LVEF: Left ventricular ejection fraction 
HFpEF: Heart failure with preserved ejection fraction 
HFrEF: Heart failure with reduced ejection fraction 
Alert and oriented x3: Alert and oriented to name, location and date 
ADL: Activities of daily living 
BNP: Brain-type natriuretic peptide 
ARB: Angiotensin receceptor blocker 
ACE inhibitor: Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor 
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Table 2: Univariate Predictors of Mortality within 30 and 90 Days of Hospital 
Discharge 
(N = 368) 

 Died within 
30 days 

Died within 
90 days 

Age (older) P = .053 
CI (-6.83 –  

-.29) 

P = .000 
CI (-7.56 – 

-2.31) 
Race (Asian) P = .053  
Code status (limited resuscitation measures) P = .001 P = .000 
Mental status (not alert and oriented x3) P = .003 P = .003 
ADL independence (not independent with ADLs)  P = .048 
Previous Medical History  

CAD (no history of CAD) 
CABG (no history of CABG) 
UTI (history of UTI) 

 
P = .006 

 
P = .024 

 
 

P = .038 
 

On home oxygen  P = .013 
HFpEF (EF >40%) P = .011  
Consultations with supportive services:  

Palliative care 
Social work 
Dietary services 

 
P = .000 
P = .012 

 

 
P = .000 
P = .017 
P = .046 

Admitting chief complaint:  
Altered mental status 
Weakness 

  
P = .053 
P = .062 

Time spent at bedside teaching back HF concepts  P = .047 
Ability to teach back HF disease management concepts 
on first follow up call:  

Low-salt diet 

 
 

P = .047 

 
 

P = .005 
 

Legend:  
CI: Confidence interval 
Alert and oriented x3: Alert and oriented to name, location and date 
ADL: Activities of daily living 
CAD: Coronary artery disease 
CABG: Coronary artery bypass graft 
UTI: Urinary tract infection 
HFpEF: Heart failure with preserved ejection fraction 
EF: Ejection fraction 
HF: Heart failure 
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Table 3: Logistic Regression – Predictors of Mortality Within 30 Days of Hospital 
Discharge 
(N = 311) 

 SEM Wald Significance Exponent B 95% CI 
Palliative Care 
Consultation 

.625 23.529 .000 20.729 6.09-70.56 

HFpEF 1.108 4.456 .035 10.378 1.182-
91.096 

No previous history 
of CAD 

.800 4.091 .043 .198  .041-.951 

 
Legend:  
SEM: Standard error of mean 
CI: Confidence interval 
HFpEF: Heart failure with preserved ejection fraction 
CAD: Coronary artery disease 

 

 

 

Table 4: Logistic Regression – Predictors of Mortality Within 90 days of Hospital 
Discharge 
(N = 343) 

 SEM Wald Significance Exponent B 
 

95% CI  

Palliative Care 
Consultation 

.472 22.186 .000 9.229 3.660-
23.267 

 
Legend:  
SEM: Standard error of mean 
CI: Confidence interval 
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Table 5: Characteristics of Patients Who Received Palliative Care Services Versus 
Patients Who Did Not 

 

 Palliative 
Care Consult 

No Palliative 
Care Consult 

P 
value 

Age (n = 359) 84.4 80.4 .013 
Mental status: alert and oriented x3 (n = 345) 12/29 (41%)  260/316 (82%) .000 
Full code status (n = 354) 6/32 (19%) 252/322 (78%) .000 
Marital status: married (n = 356) 7/31 (23%) 134/325 (41%) .054 
ADL independence: fully independent with 
ADLs (n = 336) 

 
3/28 (11%) 

 
98/308 (32%) 

 
.018 

Previous medical history (n = 359) 
CAD 
UTI 
Alzheimer’s disease 
Dementia  

 
8/32 (25%) 
4/32 (13%) 
3/32 (9%) 
8/32 (25%) 

 
147/327 (45%) 
6/327 (2%) 
6/327 (2%) 
35/327 (11%) 

 
.039 
.008 
.037 
.039 

On home oxygen (n = 278) 8/22 (36%) 35/256 (14%) .010 
Discharged with scheduled follow up 
appointment (n = 245) 

 
4/10 (40%) 

 
186/235 (79%) 

 
.010 

Consultations with Supportive Services:  
Social work (n = 359) 
Dietary services (n = 355) 

 
30/32 (94%) 
15/29 (52%) 

 
232/327 (71%) 
87/326 (27%) 

 
.003 
.009 

Admitting chief complaint:  
Altered mental status (n = 359) 

 
6/32 (19%) 

 
18/327 (6%) 

 
.013 

Knowledge deficit about HF disease 
management concepts, first follow up call:  

Water pill (n = 165) 
Low-salt diet (n = 203) 
Weight monitoring (n = 178) 

 
 

4/6 (67%) 
2/7 (29%) 
6/8 (75%) 

 
 
15/159 (9%) 
0/196 (0%) 
44/170 (26%) 

 
 

.002 

.001 

.007 
 

Legend:  
CI: Confidence interval 
Alert and oriented x3: Alert and oriented to name, location and date 
ADL: Activities of daily living 
CAD: Coronary artery disease 
UTI: Urinary tract infection 
HF: Heart failure 
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Figure 2: Cox Regression Analysis – Survival Within 90 Days 
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